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1IUSHROO~IS . .\ND JAPANESE CULTURE* 

By R. GoRno.:-. \VAsso.:-. 

The Transactions of our Society, spanning a century, fill 78 
volumes. The pioneering giants in Japanese studies and scores of 
other scholars have contributed to them. One would think it 
likely that somewhere in their thousands of pages could be found 
something about mushrooms, which have at least as much im
portance in Japanese life as many of the subjects to which detailed 
attention has been given. Yet, unless my search has been lax, all 
that can be found is their incidental inclusion in t\\·o lists of plants 1 

and the reporting by Basil Hall Chamberlain that the poet Basho 
died from haYing been "poisoned" by eating mushrooms. 2 

How is this neglect or avoidance to be explained? Some years 
ago my wife and I di,·ided the peoples of the ,rnrld into t\l·o classes, 
the mycophobes and the mycophiles, those \\"hose attitude to,,·.ud 

• .-\s rea<l, with min<>r <liffcrence,, at the Society's general meeting of :\brch lli, 
1%f. 

I. In his .. List of Plants C,ed ii.,r Food in Japan"', 1st series, \"ol. 11. 1883, 
Edward Kinch gi,·es on page 28 ten Japanese names of edible mushroom,, some uf 
them garbled, with only the feeblest effort at their scientific determination. In ··.-\inu 
Economic Plant,", Vol. 21, 1893, John Batchelor and Kingo :\Iiyabe list on pages 
213 and 235-36 se\"en fungi, not well <lcfined scientifically, used by the .-\inu !<•r ti.1,,d 
and medicine. 

:2. In his '·Basho and the Japanese Poetical Epigram", \'ol. 30. Pt. :2. 190:2, 
page 289. There arc, of course, mushrooms that are poisonous, and death frum CJ.ting 
them is not unknown in Japan. Howe\"er, it is not established that the poet ate such 
n1L1shrooms .. -\satarii :\Iiyamori, in A11 Antholog_i of Haiku .-!ncient and .\lodrr11 (Tokyo, 
1932, page 59), says that Basho .. had been suffering from indige,,tion for some days·• 
before a "sumptuous feast in his honour" given in Osaka on September :29, 169-f, by 
one of his disciples, Sona-Jo. It was probably '·owing tn his o,·ereating mu,hroom,' 
that he "had severe pain that night". The illness that led to his death on October 
12 was "probably dysentery". 
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wild mushrooms is one of utter rejection and disgust and those who, 
such as the Great Russians, have for them an astonishing, even 
abnormal, love. The English-speaking world in its relations to 
wild mushrooms suffers from a blind spot, a psychological block, 
a deep-rooted emotional rejection that seems to most of its people 
to be so natural as to be instinctive rather than, as clearly is the 
1·ase, something acquired at one's mother's knee. In contrast, what 
a joyous thing have the .Japanese made of their mushrooms, re
dolent as they arc with the fragrance ofautumn, gay with color 
and conducive to laughter. In the whole mighty river of English 
literature from Beowulf down to Hemingway, can a single famous 
poet or novelist or t:ssayist be named who speaks of wild mush
rooms in other than a morbid or sinister context? The Japanese 
draw and paint mushrooms, they carve mushrooms, they write 
verses about mushrooms, and above all they go gathering mush
rooms to admire and cat. Wli<'rc in the English-speaking world 1s 
any of this activity paralleled? 

The earliest reference to mushrooms in Japanese wntmgs is 
in the Nilwngi, the hook of d1ro11iclcs completed in A.D. 720. It is 
merely a mention, but in it mw,hrooms enter so charmingly into 
a vignette of old Japan that it bears retelling. First, however, some
thing should be said about the order of literary expression into 
which I think the Nilton/.:i falls. 

In the life of a nation tll<'rc arc many technological changes 
that arc revolutionary and irreversible, but none can ('0111parc i11 
intellectual impact with writing. Writing is dilficult. To this day, 
only a hundred out of the thousands of languages arc written, and 
writing is far from universal even among the speakers of those 
hundred. From the long "dark backward and aliysrn of time", as 
Shakespeare put it, our ancestors sud<lc11ly passed into the ever
lasting daylight of the written word. When we think of the aeons 
of human existence, this seems to have taken place only yesterday, 
and we have certainly not yet fully entered into the implications 
of that momentous event. For most of human history, what man-
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kind learned had to be passed along by mouth-the genealogies of 
imporlant families, the records of wars am.l heroic deeds and soul
stirring even ls, the havoc of natural catastrophes, the beliefs and 
legends that purported to explain the inexplicable. Then suddenly, 
with the help of writing, all this could be recorded. In the past of 
every great peopk there was a time when writing was a fresh dis
covery, when the contents of men's lllinds, theretofore committed 
to fallible mt·morics, were precipitated into wrili11g. The documents 
dralled at such times constitute to my mind a category apart in 
the literary annals of mankind. They arc the written records of our 
11mvrittc11 past, to he studied as \\T would study the declaratious 
of oral i11fr1n11ants of primitive triues today. 

Japan is rich in priceless dm·u111e11ts of this kiud, or which the 
kojiki is the prime example, aml the Nilw11gi, though on the sur
face showing Chiuesc influence, comes second. In the West, the 
Old Testament and Herodotus possess the same qualities. Of these 
qualities, one that stands out is the clarity of the scenes depicted 
in them. Before these scenes were committed to writing, they had 
survived rn1111tkss retdli11gs, duri11g which they were stripped of 
verbiage, kit starkly naked. The reader secs them, the remote 
events of distant ages, as through a telescope and with a spotlight 
on the actors. They arc seen distinctly and can never be forgotten. 
The actors move in their appointed roles like two-dimensional 
sil11011ctl(·s, in flat colors, as though superbly wrought marionettes, 
superbly 111a11ipulated. They belong to a world difkrent from ours, 
WI" cannot addrl"ss them, and W(' cannot imagine ourselves mingl
ing with tlwm. Yet we feel them lo he a distillate of ourselves, so 
human arc tlwy. I am sure that this effect is a by-product of the 
tcd111iqtw of tin: reciter, who, gravely aware of his responsibility 
to Ids gcnnation aml to posterity, rnlut:cd his uarrativc to the 
bones that he might the better memorize it and be faithful to his 
charge. An incidental quality of /\ud1 documents as the Nihongi is 
that they lend themselves admirably to translation. All abstruse 
subtlctic8 of tl1uught and fediug, wltirh would bedevil the task of 
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translators, are omitted. 
We come now to our episode in the Nih(lllgi. In A.D. 288, ac

cording to the traditional reckoning, the Emperor Ojin made a 
progress to his Palace ofYoshino, in Yamato. The chieftains of the 
local people waited on him and paid homage with new sake, sing
ing a song specially composed for the occasion. I shall let Aston 
continue: 

When the song was finished, they drummed on their mouths and looked up 
laughing. At the present time [early in the eighth century, when the Nihongi was 
written], on the day that the Kuzu [the local chieftains] present their country's 
produce to the Emperor, when their song is finished they drum on their mouths 
and look up laughing. This custom is probably a relic of antiquity. Now the Kuzu 
arc very plain and honest in character. They commonly gather wild berries for 
food, and they also buil frogs, which they reckon a great dainty, calling them 
kcbi [or momi, as Aston later preferred to read the Chinese character for this 
term]. Their country lies to the soutl1-cast of the capital, on the other side of a 
mountain. There they dwell by the River Yoshino (amid) steep cliffs and deep 
ravines. The roads arc narrow, with deep hollows. Therefore, although .the 
distance from the capital is 1101 gr .. at, their visits to Court had bec11 rare. How
ever, from this time forward they came frequently, bringing the produce of their 
country to present lo the Emperor. This produce consists of such things as 
chestnuts, mushrooms, and trout.> 

The Kuzu arc nu more. In their ccu11omy, they seem nut tu 
have emerged from the food-gathering stage, for they lived, it 
would appear, on berries, chestnuts, mushrooms, frogs, fish and 

3. W. G. Aston, "Nihongi, C/uu11ide•· ,if ]11/11111 }rum the /:'11r/iesl Times lo A.I>. 

G!J7", Transactions and Proceedings of the Japan Sociely, /.011don, Supplement I, 1896, Vol. 
I, page 264. (With the same paginatio11, there arc reissues published in 1924 by Kega11 
Paul, Trench, Trubncr & Co. and in 19.'iG by c;,.orge Allen & Unwin.) The Chinc~e 
characters for kebi (or momi) arc read ,:ama, mca11i11g "toacl", in the modernized .Japa
nese text of the Nihongi, but in T'ang times they could have ,tood fur either "toad" 
or "frog", Aston's preference for "frog" seems wis,·, l II the concluding sentence of 
this excerpt, what he construes as two distinct products, chestnuts and mushrooms, 
is held by some Japanese scholars lo he l.urital.e, litn.,lly "dl<'sl1111l mushroom,", a 
species of edible mushrooms that grows 011 chcslm1l tree,, known scientifically as 
llypho/oma sub/ateritium (Fr.) Que!. The text permits either construction. But surely 
the context obliges us to suppose that the local chicftaim were rendering homage with 
such natural products as mushrooms, chestnuts a11cl trout rather than with products 
like chestnut-mushrooms and trout. The general ter111, rather than the particular, 
is called for here. 
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such like. Is it quite true, though, that nothing remains of this 
simple and straight-forward people? As we read about them in 
the .Kilion.s:i, do we not hear their songs and their drumming on 
their mouths? Do we not sec them looking up at us and laughing 
as tlwy had done from of old? 

There arc two other rcforcnccs to the fungal world in the Ni
lwup,i and also one in its sequel, the Slwku Nilwngi, which was com
pleted in 797. These arc in en tries for the years 644, 680 and 726, 
and they all touch on the same kind of mushroom, at that time 
written ;[lr'i". and pronounced sltiba k11.1a in .Japanese, meaning 
literally "lawll hcrb''. 4 Wrillcn '.i.ltt today, it is k11ow11 as liug chill 
in Chinese and reiJ/ti in Japanese. We realize now that this belongs 
to the world of fungi, but in former times it was regarded as like 
no other plant. For one who found or possessed it, the reislli was of 
happy augury and even conducive to long lifr. Its name has been 
translated as "divine li.mgus of immortality", but it seems to me, 
on the basis of what I have uecn hdpc·d lo understand about tl1t: 
characters, that "immortality" is here an interpolation and that 
"fungus" is not dictated by slii. "!1.Ji_i:;u.:lc-working or marvclo_us 
pla11t or herb" would be a reasonable rendering of the rharaclers. 
Of the many synonyms for this term i11 Chinese :md Japanese, the 
most common in Japanese is mmmentake, the meaning of which is, 
"ten-thousand-year mushroom" .5 

The esoteric aspect or the rdshi is primarily a matter for the 
Sinologist, and ,rithin Sinology for the students of Taoism. The 
conception of liug chili goes hack to the beginnings of Chinese cul
ture, where il disappears i11 the cloudy distam:1\ As far back as we 
can discern, it seems to be tlic same fungus that we_know by this 

4. The rekn:ncc, for 6-H and UlU in Lht' Nilumgi arc on pages JU(j and 34.'i of 
Vol. 2 of Aston's lramlation. There is n•> English lranslaliou of the 726 portion of the 
Slwk11 Niltongi. 

5. A variant prnn11nciation is mm111c11dakc. For other Japanese names, sec under 
Umwdcrma lucid1m1 (Fr.) Karst. in the section ,,,1 pon•-bcaring fungi in Mr. Rokuya 
lmazcki's acco111panyi11g "Jnpanc•c l\tu,hrou111 Names", page 10. 
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uamc today. From the .Nihon.t.:i, it is clear tlmt its assodati<ms came 
over to .Japan from China, probably. through Korea,. with the 
-early waves of Chinese culture. They took firm hold, and even 
today many Japanese households display a reishi or mannentake as 
H frienc.lly symbol of good hKk. Y ct from the beginning it was here 
a learned conception, a11<l I have found some regions of Japan, 
and some sodal dass<'s, whl'rc it is hardly known even yet. 

I believe the Japanese, and the Japanese mycologists rather 
than the students of Taoism, ha:ve made the only positive contribu· 
lion in recent times to our understanding of the reislti. The first 
thing to do was lo arrive at a secure definition of the plant. Various 
.Japanese mycologists since the turn of the century had associated 
it with the woody fungus that later became known as Ganoderma 
lucidum (Leyss. ex Fr.) Karst., but any lingering doubt was dis
pelled by papers published hy Iwao Hino in 1937 and Rokuya 
lmazcki in 1939.0 / 

A striking disc.:overy of a different miture was made, I think, 
by Japanese herbalists more than a ccntnry ago, but until lately 
its significance was not pcrc<'ivcd. h had to do with the protean 
nature of the fungus. There is lirst its normal shape, which in truth 

G. See Hino's "Rcishi to 0-beisan no Ganodcrma lucidum to no ldo" (Identifi
cation of the [Japanese m11shromnl Rtishi and the Ganodtrma lucidum Native to Europe 
and ,\mcrica), Shokulmlsu oyobi Diibulsu (Hntany & Zoology), Tokyo, Vol. 5, No. 5, 
May, 1938, pages 917-24, and lma;r.cki's "Nihonsan Ma1111cnli1ke Zoku", of which 
there is an English resume titled "Studies on Ganodcrrna of Japan", Tokyo Kagaku 
liakubutsukan Ktnkyii Hiikoku (Bulletin of the Tokyo Science Museum), No. I, March, 
1939, pages 29-51. The taxonomic pains of the mycologists, it may be of peripheral 
intcrc~t, apparently have had no dkct on the thinking of those who compile Japanese· 
l~nglish dictionaries. In their A11 U11abritl11td.7a/11111t.ft•/\'ngli,;lt Dictionary of 1896, Frank 
Brinkley, Fumio (Bunyiu) Nanj,; and Yukichika Iwasaki, who li,r botanical terms 
had the cooperation of .I inzo 11.fatsumura, defined rtishi as "a kind of hard fungus, 
J,'omts japonica' '. J ukichi I nnuyc, i II his Comprehensive ,7apantse-English Dictionary of I 920, 
disdaining ita"lics but correcting the gender of the adjective, gave simply "Fornes 
japonicu,". Tsuneta Takehara, in A Standard Japanese-English Dictionary, 1924, preferred 
"the Japanese touchwood; Fomes}oponicus". And in the widely respected K,nkyusha's 
New Japanese-English Diclilmary, l!.J;,4, edited by 8cukichiro Katsumata, the seeker of 
enlightenment finds "a [not Takchara's 'the'] .Japanese touchw<>od; Fomesja/xmicus". 
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is strange enough, standing as it docs in a pose of unstable cquili
hd11111, with its ccccntl'ic cap sometimes suggesting i11 profile a 
rnhrn aboul to strike. llut sometimes it grows iu multiple fashion, 
a rn1mhcr of stems supporting .each its own cap, and the caps 
cn1\,ding each other for space and then coalescing in intricate pat
terns. Finally, there is a third form, as a number of the naturalists 
of tlic Edo period pointed out in their d1arming books. When the 
rri1/ti grows in complete darkness, it docs not throw out a normal 
pilcus al all. The slipc lengthens, and grows smooth, and divides· 
and subdivides until, mirabile dictu, the plant looks for all the world 
likt· the antlers ofa deer. (Scc Plate I.) 

In this gcneratio11, \\'ilh sci<·nn· ruling every dcpartmcut of 
our lives, it is a commonplace that inner identities may easily as
st1nw an external appearance of diversity. In the prc-scit-ntific age 
to which the Taoist thinkers bdong('d, it was believed thal super
ficial resemblances bctw<'cn disparate objects bespoke a mysterious 
inncraffinity. The Taoists fr('quently liukcd d('n with rcishi, to the 
bewilderment of modern students <,l' Taoism. The Chinese philo
sophers did this in their writings, and also deer arc sometimes pic
llll'('d in paintings as carrying l't·ishi in their mouths, in a most 
unnatural adion. lu 1952, the Chiucsc disnJ\'t·1Td a mural, hitherto 
forgotten, in the Yung-lo palace, i11 Shansi province across the 
Yellow River from T'ung-kuan. It apparently had been painted 
in the second half of the thirteenth century, under the Yiian dyn-. 
asty. In this imprcssiv(' 1m1ral (Plate I l) is a figure or a maid of 
honor carrying a vessel that contains normal rcislii along with 
what is ostensibly the antlers or a deer. Thanks toJapancsc her
balists, we know now the explanation of this detail in the great 
painting. l 11cic.lc11tally, though there arc texts about rcishi that go 
back to early Han times, in its iconographic history this Yuan 
dynasty painting of th(' reishi ~is we now k11ow it is tlic earliest that 
l have found so far. 

It was Professor Yoshio Kobayashi, the eminent mycologist, . 
who pointed out lo me not only the mural but also the books in 
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which naturalists of the Edo period described the antler-like form 
of reishi. It later fell to my lot, after visiting in Formosa and Hong
kong, to inform him of the sensation he had enabled me to cause 
among students of Taoism by offering a sensible explanation of 
what had always seemed an enigmatic association of ideas. This is 
not a big advance in the wilderness of Taoism, but in such refrac
tory terrain a small gain may be counted a big victory. 

To return to Japanese literature, in the Konjaku Monogatari, a 
collection of more than a thousand stories and anecdotes of India, 
China and Japan that was compiled toward the end of the eleventh 
century, we fin~L~Y<U.alcs that hinge on mushrooms, and in the 
later related Uji-slliii Mo11ogatari there is one morc. 7 Not only is this 
rich representation of mushroom stories notable, but also the na-

. ture of the stories is extraordinary. Five of the six are clerical, 
dealing with Buddhist priests or nuns. Five are clearly situated in 
the Yamato area, and the sixth in what is now Nagano prefct:ture. 
There is no reason, so far as I know, to look to India or China for 
the sources of these stories. 

It also is notable that five of the stories deal with ltiratake
not with matsutake, nor with J/timeji, nor with hatsutake, nor with 
shiitake, those mushroom species that arc favored today by the 
Japanese, but with simple lziratake, the oyster mushroom of our 
forests, Pleurotus ostrealus (Fr.) Qpel, an edible mushroom that is 
esteemed and easily recognized but hardly deserving of this con
spicuous role. 

It is the one story in which the mushrooms arc not hiratake and 
the only one in which nuns figure that demands telling here, so 
remarkable is it. I think it never before has been translated. 

Age~ ago a group of woodcuttc,rs of Kyoto. set out for Kitayama but took a 
wrung turning and lost their way. \Vhen they were at a loss, they ~ud<lenly saw 
people coming out of the mountain rcccsse5. These people turned out to be nuns 

7. Konjafr.u Monogatari, Vol. 28, talcs 17, 18, 19, 28 (The Nun's Talc) and 38; 
Uji-shiii 11,,fonogatari, Vol. I, talc 2, of which there is a tramlation by John S. Forster 
in Monumenla Nipponica, Vol. 20, Nus. 1-2, 1965, page 136. · 
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who were dancing aml singing. The woodculler• marveled aud thought they 
cuulrl 1101 he humnn hcing>< but mml be tm,:11 (goblins with l"ng rrd nnsr,) or 
gho,;ts. While the woodcullers were watching, these danciug nuns discovered 
them and came nearer and nearer. 

l\fuch frightened, the woodcutters asked, "Why do Y"" cornc out of the hearl 
of the mountains d,;ncing and singing like this?" 

"You must be afraid, seeing us dancing and singing like this," the nun• 
replied. "Bui we arc only nuns I ike those you lind anywhere. \Ve were looking 
for llowcrs lo offer at the altar of Buddha and together went into the depths of 
the mountaius. Ilut we took a wrong turning and could not find our way out. We 
came on some mushrooms (lake). \Ve knew they would make us tipsy (;•ou), but we 
were hungry and we ale them. \Ve roasted them, thinking it was better than to 
starve. The mushrooms were delicious, and so we thought we were wise after 
all. In spite of oursdvc·s, we began to dance and sing. WI' kcl it is all vny, very 
strange." 

Listening to the story, the woodcutters also thought it strange. They loo 
felt hungry a11d, saying to thcm,clves it was better to cal the mushrooms than to 
starve, asked for the leftovers that the nuns had brought and ate them. The 
woodcutters likewise began dancing, and the nuns and the wooclcuttcrs danced 
and <lanced for hours against their will, and they fell to laughing. After a time 
they recovered and found 1hci1· way an,l returned each to his own home. From 
that time on, the mushrooms were called dancing mushrooms (maitake). 

This talc evidently bafficd the reputed compiler of tlie Kon
jaku Monogatari, Minamoto Takakuni (1004-77), for he added this 
comment: 

tlfaitake arc still found, but those who ral thrm do not perform a dance. lt 
is the custom to say that this was an unaccountable event. 

Clearly in Takakuni's circle, nine q:nturies ago, the meaning of 
the story had been lost. A4ailake in his time was the name given to 
another mushroom, edible and quite iunoccnt of psychic effect. In 
the absence of contrary evidence, we may assume it was the one 
that now carries that name, GrijiJ[a frorulosa (Dicks. ex Fr.) S. F. 
Gray, a large porous mushroom, highly esteemed for food, found 
growing al the root of the big Japanese oak. Various Japanese 
mycologists have tried to explain why this ordinary mushroom is 
popularly known as the dancing mushroom, but all their explana
tions arc afterthoughts. "It looks," says one, "like a flower danc
ing for joy." "It looks as though it were dandng," another offers, 
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"and a bear finding it performs a dance and eats it by preference.'' 
A third writer: "A man who finds it becomes excited and cannot 
help dancing for joy." My own theory is that the application of 
maitake to Grifolafrondosa is an evasive euphemism, diverting atten
tion from the awesome truth. 

Throughout Eurasia there is a tradition of an inebriating 
mushroom, a faint tradition that often does not identify the mush
room in question with a specific kind. In Hungary there is the 
bolond gomba (fool's mushroom); in the German world, the Nar
renschwamm, and in Slovakia, the zalene huby (mad mushroom). In 
China I have found two terms for such mushrooms, hsiao chun 
(laughter mushroom) and lisiao i hu (Laughter!). In every instance, 
the identity of this mysterious mushroom eludes us, though there 
must have been a time when at least some circles knew it. 

In Japan, the warailake (laughter mushroom) plays a similar 
role,· but most Japanese who use this expression in conversation 
would be at a loss if asked to show a waraitake. The country's myco
logists identify the term with three species of mushrooms. One is 
the owaraitake, 'flwliota speclabilis--(Fr.) Quel. The second is the sliibire
take or warailake modoki, Stropharia venenata Imai. The third, for 
which there is no common Japanese name, is the cosmopolitan 
Panaeolus papilionaceus (Fr.) Que!. I do not know whether this knowl
edge is confined to mycologists and their public, or whether-a 
most interesting possibility-there are regions where the country
folk know the secret of the "laughter mushroom", having received 
it as little children from their mothers. If there is in some parts of 
Japan a native tradition identifying the waraitake and revealing 
knowledge of its cff ects, it is important that we should diligently 
lay hold of the vestiges of such folk-knowledge and discover their 
meanmg. 

I have observed that Japanese mycologists speak of the hallu
cinogenic species as "toxic", a word that has not usually been 
applied to them in Europe or America, where it is reserved for 
species doing damage, either temporary or lethal, to the human 
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organism. Tlie hallucinogenic mushrooms arc in a class by them
selves. They arc no more toxic than is sake. 

Japanese scholars, I believe, luLVe not yet taken account of 
the discoveries of recent years concerning the role of mushrooms 
in primitive religion. My wife and I have described the shamanistic 
performances in Mexico that arc centered on the consumption in 
holy agape of psychogenic mushrooms. One of those mushrooms is 
either identical with Japan's sllibiretake or closely related to it. 
The most primitive tribes of Siberia, including the natives of Kam
chatka and the Maritime Provinces, until lately were following the 
same practice. 8 The mushroom in their case was A.manila muscaria 
(Fr.) S. F. Gray, which is found also in Japan, where it is called 
beni-tengu-take (red goblin mushroom) and its inebriating power is 
known. 

We know today the mighty impact ofmushroomic inebriation, 
not only on the shaman but on the whole of the primitive com
munity, where its potency grips the people with awe. That impact 
differs from alcoholic inebriation in every respect. Did the halluci
nogenic mushroom play a part in Japan's pre-history? I make bold 
iohold out the likelihood that it did. In our cryptic little fable in 
the Konjaku ,\;/onogatari, women dedicated to religion took the 
hallucinogenic mushrooms knowing full well what tfte 'effect would be, 
and then they entered upon the dance. 9 They and later the wood
cutters, according to the story, ate the mushrooms "because they 
were starving" and then danced "against their will". Obviously 
these are pious emendations introduced to cleanse the pagan fable. 

8. For the psychogenic mu,hrooms in Mexico and Siberia, sec V. P. Wasson 
and R. G. Wa1son, Mushrooms, Ru.rsia and Hist11ry, New York, 1957, especially Vol, 2, 
page,, 225-329, and other reference• in the index. Sec also Mircrs Eliadc, Shamanism: 
Archaic Techniques of EcslaJ,J, New York, 1964:, pages 220 f, 223, 228 and 400 r. 

9. In strikingly similar words, the nobles attending the coronation of Montezuma 
are ~aid to have taken the sacred mushrooms called "God's flesh" and then entered 
upon a dance. Sec Fernando de Alvarado Tezoz6moc, Cronica Mexi.ana, Mexico City, 
1598. The Spa.ni.,h text read•:" •.. los estrangcros les dieron a comer hongos mon
tcsinos que se embria.gan con cllo, y con esto cntraron a la dan1:a." 
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Priestly redactors, probably Buddhist, undertook to reshape the 
story long after the event, when the secret of the mushrooms was 
fading away. The interpolations deprive the story of sense, but they 
arc so awkwardly inserted that anyone can detect them. How ex
traordinary that even today the memory of the waraitake lingers 
on, though only as a conversational clich~, emptied of semantic 
content. 

In all the world's literatures there is surely no shamanistic 
performance equalling Uzume's dance before the cave in which 
the Sun Goddess had hidden herself. True, mushrooms are not 
mentioned in the Kojiki, and we arc permitted to believe, if we so 
desire, that she danced as one possessed without a stimulant. 10 But 
down into our own times in neighboring Kamchatka, as well as 
elsewhere in Siberia, the shamans have had recourse to hallucino
genic mushrooms. It was Hieda no Arc who dictated the Kojiki to 
0 no Yasumaro, Hieda no Are, that prodigious oral historian who 
depended on his memory, the last of what must have been a great 
line of such historians reaching far back into the unlettered past. 
We are told that the Emperor Temmu, years before, had schooled 
Are in the "right traditions". In addition to political considera
tions, he may well have been influenced by such Buddhist teachings 
as could have led to emasculation of the nuns' talc in the Konjaku 
Mono,gatari. We know that Hieda no Are omitted parts of the 
tradition tl.1at are felt by some to be important, including Uzume's 
incantation. 

I now submit for consideration a possibility that is surely new. 
For ten years I have been studying the role of the sacred mush
room in Middle American shamanism and have seen at first hand 
the performances of the female shamans under the influence of the 
mushrooms, their ecstasy as they dance and sing, the conviction 

JO. The K,,jiki says Uzumc danced as if possessed by a deity. The Nilwngi, 
on the other hand, says she wa, divinely inspired. Sec Basil Hall Chamberlain's 
translation of the Kojilci, Kobe edition of 1932, page 69, and Aston's translation of the 
Ninongi, op. cit., page 44. 
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l'l:ite I. Two specimens of the normal form of the "ten-thousand-year" mush

room - Ga11oderma l11cid11111 (Leyss.) Karst. - are in the left hand of Professor Yoshio 

Kobayashi, mycologist of' the National Science Museum, Tokyu. In his other han<l 

is une of' the ab11ur111al li,nn resc111l,li11g a deer's antler which this 111ushroum takes 

when grown in cu111plc1e d:ukncss. Thal i1 ran take this antler-like form wuul<l 

seem to explain the long-puzzling linkage of this mushroom with deer in Taoist 

lore. 



Plate I I. In this detail or a Taoist · mural in the Yuan Dynasty Palace of Endur

ing Happiness in Yung-lo , nea r T'ung-kuan, Shansi Province, China, a la<ly-in

waiting is holding, on the right , a vase containing what would seem to be two 

forms of the divine mushroom of immortality, the o_nc normal and - the other with 

the branches of <leer antlers. 



Plate III. This sketch of a sacred dance to invite and entertain the gods (kagura mai) shows the fat
cheeked Okame accompanied by a lion-masked dancer. );ore at the left bottom the mushrooms that 
are her attribute. Dances of this kind , performed at shrine festi,·als, are traditionally belie,·ed to ha,·e 
had their origin in the dance of Okame's primal inc::irnation .. .\me-no-Czume-no-:'\likoto, which en
ticed the Sun Goddess to come out of the rock cave into which she had withdrawn because of her 
brother's violence as told in the Kojiki. 



with which they utter their oracular pronouncements. I have 
shared in the mushroom communion with the Indians in their mid
night celebrations. I have also been studying the reports of those 
who have observed similar feats of the shamans of Siberian tribes 
over the past three centuries. The cult of the sacred mushroom 
seems to be identified with pre-literate, primitive, isolated com
munities, and where the soil is fertile it exercises a most powerful 
hold on the imagination of the community. For the sake of dis
cussion, let us suppose that the mushroom cult existed in the 
Japanese islands long before the art of writing was known here. 
Under tlw impact of Buddhism and Chinese culture, it would 
have bren natural for it to disappear from Court and warrior 
circles. The memory of it, however, would linger on among the 
people, perhaps debased from its original purity, its focus lost. 
When under the Tokugawa the chonin came into their own at 
last, ,vc fmd the dcsc-endant of Uzumc, now called Okame or 
Otafuku, 11 associated iconographically with a mushroom ; we find 
her dancing with a mushroom in her arms ; we find her portrayed 
with mushrooms in netsuke, in ukiyoe and surimono (Plate Ill), in 
ceramics. True, in the accepted interpretation she is a wanton 
hussy playing with the mrmlnwn virile. But is this not merely the 
debased stage of interpretation that we have reached in the de
generation of a primitive and full-blooded shamanism? As a part 
of that primitive cult, but only a part, that erotic theme would 
play its important role-. Surely the image of Okame with a mush
room goes hark farther and goes deeper than the smirking house
hold goddess of the Yoshiwara establishments, goes back straight 
to Ame no Uzume no Mikoto. 

Yes, it is my suggestion that the "nuns" of the talc in the 
KonJaku Monogatari, who had eaten the waraitake in full knowledge 

11. Though not explaining how these popular alternative namo::s came into 
use, Henri L. Joly, in Legend in JaJ,ane,e Art, London, 1908, page 270, says that the 
latter "means 'big brt'a,ts' and is usually applicd jokingly to vulgar, bulky women". 
Ju the Japanese pantheon, she is the Goddess of Mirth. 
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of what the effect would be, should be studied in conjunction with 
the typical representation of Okame with a mushroom. Together 
they shed light on the divine dance of Uzume before the gods in 
heaven. 

What must have been those shamanistic performances long 
long ago, long before the art of writing changed the course of 
history, so long ago that in the second half of the eleventh century 
for Takakuni, the personage identified with the Palace circle who 
is said to have brought together the stories in the Konjaku Mono
gatari, their meaning was already forgotten. To this day they have 
left racial memories, fading and enigmatic but, as in a palimpsest, 
decipherable. We sec vestiges of shamanism in the survival of 
the waraitake cliche. W c sec them in the story of the "nuns" who 
ate mushrooms and then danced and laughed for hours on end, 
a story that priestly redactors, in my view, did their inept best 
to convert into a tepid, emasculated little fable. We see the shaman 
in the inspired performace of the great progenitor Uzume, who, 
mushroom-linked, stamping out the measure with her feet on an 
upturned tub, singing with frenzied abandon her sacred incanta
tion, and keeping time with her wanton gestures, shook the very 
firmament with the thunderous laughter of the eighty myriad gods 
assembled in the dry bed of the Tranquil River of Heaven, until 
at last Amaterasu-0-Mikami, the Sun Goddess, herself could stand 
it no longer and emerged from her cave to bathe the world anew 
in light and warmth. 

We here are discussing the sense of a legend because of the 
light it may cast on practices that were customary thousands of 
years ago. Of course we cannot be sure. Let us remember, however, 
that today we know more about the shamanism of Siberia and the 
use made of the hallucinogenic mushroom among primitive people 
than we ever knew before. Let us remember that no one has ever 
before suggested a plausible meaning for the tale of the "nuns" 
and woodcutters. Let us remember the common currency given to 
the waraitake in Japanese conversation. The pristine waraitake must 
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have been potent indeed to have bequeathed to the modC'rn Japa
nese language a verbal fossil such as this ! The link between Okame 
(or Otafuku) and the mushroom is commonly believed to have 
arisen late in the Edo period and to have had an. unappetizing 
origin. Is this so certain? The brothels could easily have seized 
on an association that already existed and could have adapted 
or, better, perverted it to their ends. They proliferated the image, 
but this was because a rising middle class for the first time in 
history had become articulate and because prosperous commer
cial interests were served by this advertising of a popular figure, 
the trademark of a going industry In my inquiries I have come 
across no monograph treating the iconographic history of Uzumc
Okame-Otafuku, and in the absence of a detailed study we must 
resort to probabilities But is it not unlikely that the brothels 
would have invented the association of Okamc and her mush
room? Is it not more likely that Yoshiwara, instead of being her 
birthplace, is rather where she finally wound up, the last squalid 
resting place of a goddess who had known far better days? 

To resume our reconnaissance of scenes in Japanese classical 
literature in which mushrooms figure, it is a relief, after the run 
of clerical stories in the /(oryaku Mono,t;alari, to come upon the full-_ 
blooded and amusing episode in the Heike Monogatari between the 
field general Minamoto Yoshinaka and the courtier Nekoma. 12 

The warrior, brought up in the mountain wilds of Kiso, is blunt 
and coarse in his speech. The nobleman is at home only in the 
super-refined circles of the Hcian Court. He has business with 
the general and waits on him at his headquarters. But his stomach 
is turned hy the language he h<'ars, he is unable to swallow a 
mouthful of the food offered him hy Yoshinaka, and in the end 
he returns to the Court without having broached his business 
The food that he is offered is hiratake with rice, the same simple 

12. Vol. 8, Chap. 7. In A. L. Sadlcr's translation, published in the Transatlions 
of the .4sialic Society of Japan, Vol. 49, Pt. I, 1921, page 90. 
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mushroom mentioned in most of the Konjaku Monogatari stories. 
Also amusing is a kyogen, one of the short comic plays which 

evolved in the fourteenth century for performance as interludes 
between serious no dramas, the title of which, Kusahira, is an archaic 
word for mushroom that lingers in the Kyoto area. 13 In it we 
sec a yamahuslii, an itinerant mountain priest, called in to rid a 
garden of a plethora of mushrooms by exorcism. He resorts to 
one prayer or incantation after another, but the mushrooms only 
grow the faster until they finally put the yamahushi to flight. 

Mushrooms appear as well in the classical poetry of Japan, 
but there is no need to duplicate here the examples translated 
in an accompanying paper by the late R.H. Blyth. 

With the Tokugawa period, beginning early in the seventeenth 
century, at once we pass from the Middle Ages into the modern 
world. Instead of a reference here and there to mushrooms, we 
luxuriate in multifarious mushroomic matters. Until now art and 
literature had been expressions of the Court circles, the samurai 
class and the priesthood. The townsfolk-the chonin-and even 
the peasants at last ('merge into daylight, and suddenly mush
rooms come into their own. Certainly no one can imagine that 
this interest in and k11owlcdgc of mushrooms, broad and deep, 
sprang suddenly into existence. It must have been lying latent 
for centuries in the inarticulate clements of the population. 

Mushrooms-especially matsutake-now become symbols of 
autumn, along with such other lovely things as maple leaves in 
their colorful dress and chestnuts. vVe hear more and more of 
mushroom picnics, the matsutake-gari, set feature of the social life 
of Japan. The metal workers of Mito ornament their sword fur
niture-the tsuba, the menuki, the kozuka-with mushrooms, some
times most ingeniously. Basho and other poets delight in introduc
ing mushrooms into their liaiku and senryu.14 

13. Translated in Richard N. N2Kinnon's Seletled Plays of Kyiigm, Tokyo, 1968, 
pages 45-50. 

14. For examples, sec R.H. Blyth's paper in this volume of the TASJ. 
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Many peoples associate the mushroom with the membrum virile, 
but the Japanese have ma<le more of this analogy than others 
have. The young malsutake in particular is singled out for this 
role. In paintings, in prints, in humorous verses, and in netsuke 
especially, this theme recurs. I think the unusual play that the 
phallic symbolism of the mushroom has enjoyed in Japan is trace
able to the exploitation for erotic en<ls of Okame an<l her mush
room. 

Paralleling all of this use of mushrooms for artistic and erotic 
purposes was an interest in them as natural phenomena to be 
observed, recorded, compared and thought about. From such in• 
lerest came compilation of books, usually with illustrations. 11i Some 
were printed, but others remained as manuscripts. Today these 
arc a delight for collectors. Some of them come into the rare 
book market fairly often ; others arc so rare that few have seen 
them. All arc attractive, but I am told by Japanese connoisseurs 
that handwritten copies, when executed by professional scribes, 
often display a calligraphy that falls far short of what the knowing 
esteem. Often copies have been made by enthusiastic amateurs 
who have had access lo a previously made copy in some friend's 
library. These arc written with all thl· skill that the copiers com
mand, and the illustrations may be their own, usually copies of 
the original pictures. They may add their comments to the text, 
or even additional species. ls there any country in Europe which 
can boast of as many hooks on mushrooms before IR67, the end 
of the Edo perio<l? 

Were there no other evidence of extensive involvement of 
mushrooms in .Japanese life, there would be more than sufficient 
in the number and variety of the names used for mushrooms 
by the countryfolk. Genuine names, not fanciful inventions of 
writers of mushroom manuals, they cover more than 140 species, 

15. For details, sec "Kinpu: l'vlushroom Books of the Tokugawa Period", by 
Rokuya lmazcki aml R. Gordon Wa~son, in this volume of the TASJ. 
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for some of which as many as ten different names are used in dif
ferent parts of the country. Mr. Rokuya Imazeki, one of the most 
diligent as well as, en;iinent of Japanese mycologists, . has been 
persuaded to compile a comprehensive list of these terms to make 
them accessible for the first time to those who do not read Japa:
nese.16 It is an invaluable contribution to our knowledge of Japa
nese ethno-mycology, and some of the facts it discloses arc sur
prising. There is, for example, no common name in Japanese 
for the common cultivated mushroom of the West, Psalliota bispora 
Lange, or its close relative, the pasture mushroom, Psalliota cam
pestris (L. ex }i'r.) Que!. The Japanese do not like the mushrooms 
eaten in the West, and I do not blame them. Cultivated instead 
is the shiitake (literally, the fragrant mushroom), of which thou
sands of tons arc dried yearly for not only domestic use but also 
export to Formosa, Hongkong, Southeast Asia and the United 
States. 

There arc strange parallels in nomenclature between the West 
and Japan. In certain areas of Chiba prefecture, bracket fungi, 
known .in most parts of the country as saru no koshikake, meaning 
"monkey's scat" or "monkey's stool", is called gama no koshikake, 
"toad's stool". This convergence with the imagery of the English 
term "toadstool" is of course purely fortuito\lS. To a mushroom 
of the genus Do/etus, the ancient Romans gave the name suillus, 
meaning "little pig'', an image that survives in the Italian porcino 
and porcine/lo. How odd it is to find that in Japan the same mush
rooms arc called iguclli, meaning "wild boar's mouth". There must 
be a resemblance between these mushrooms and the snout of a 
pig which was sensed by the countryfolk of both Rome and.Japan. 
The Singhalcse believe, incidentally, that the Buddha died of eating 
a dish of bad mushrooms, which is their interpretation of the 
Pali terms sukara maddava, "pig's soft flesh", meaning the soft 
flesh of which pigs are fond-,-mushrooms ! Other Buddhists say 

16. Published in this volume of the TA.SJ. 
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simply that the Gautama died of bad pork. 
One of the oldest and most basic industries in Europe was 

the gathering of a shelf fungus, Fornes fomentarius (Fr.) Kich, with 
which to make punk, touchwood, the French amadou, the German 
<,1inderschwamm, to catch the spark and make a fire. This fungus 
was used, we believe, all across Siberia, and we find it serving 
the same purpose in Manchuria. It grows throughout Japan, and 
yet, strangely, for this purpose it here is not used. For hoguchi, as 
they call punk or the primary tinder, the Japanese favor Po!J
jl(}/"IIS sulplmreus Fr. It would be interesting to know why they made 
this choice. 

In the west of Europe, the Catalonians arc the supreme my
rnphiles. They possess an immense fungal vocabulary, they go 
on picnics to gather and cat mushrooms, they make the subtlest 
distinctions among the species, they talk endlessly about them. 
or the great Japanese mushrooms, the matsutake and shimeji do 
not exist in Catalonia, but the halsulake docs. This, the Laclarius 
sanguijluus Fr., the Catalonians call the rovello, and it is the most 
esteemed mushroom in their land. Visitors in Japan perhaps are 
inclined to exaggerate the epicure's evaluation of the matsulake. 
Tl 1c shortness of the season, the attractions of the matsulake gari, 
and the fragrance of the maisutake all weight the scales in its favor. 
But there is the saying Nioi malsutake; aji shimeji-"For fragrance, 
111a/sutake; for taste, shimeji." The hatsutake follows on the heels of 
tlw shimeji, and the Japanese agree with the Catalonians in rating 
it highly. 

There is another correspondence between Catalonians and 
.Japanese. The coral mushrooms, species of the Clavaria, are called 
i11 the Catalan language J,ies de rnta, "rat's feet", a term that shows 
tl1<: fine scnsihility of a people that has taken the trouble to observe 
the marvelous articulation of the bones of a small rodent's foot. 
Ju Japanese, a common name for these mushrooms is ne;::.umitake, 
"rat mushrooms". Between these two peoples, far removed geo
graphically and culturally, there is a remarkable correspondence 
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of perception. 
In Europe one species of mushroom stands preeminent in 

folklore-the red mushroom with white spots, the Fliegenpilz of 
Germany, the typical toadstool of the English. Though it brings 
shudders to all proper-thinking people and is rejected of men, it 
is nevertheless an omen of good fortune in Germany and Austria 
and, strangely, among chimneysweeps everywhere on the Euro
pean Continent, for whom it is a mascot. This the mushroom that 
in the Germanic and Slavic worlds is supposed to kill flies, though 
tests made on my urging have shown that as an insecticide it is 
ineffectual. It is the mushroom that, being consumed, gives to 
the shamans of remote Siberian tribes the gift of divine utterance. 
In Japan, it is called heni-tengu-take, "scarlet long-nosed-goblin 
mushroom", and, just as in Europe, it is generally considered 
toxic and inedible. However, I have discovered that in the moun
tains of one prefecture, Nagano, it is highly esteemed by village}'S 
and townsfolk. Around Ueda, it is gathered in great quantities, 
dried, soaked in brine for twelve or thirteen weeks and rinsed in 
successive washings until the water becomes clear. They come 
out alabaster white and indeed arc translucent like alabaster. 
Prepared thus for savoring during the long winter evenings, they 
arc delicious, excellent as hors d'oeuvres. The people of the locality 
know that in the fresh state this mushroom is mildly toxic to man 
and somewhat inebriating. Their name for it is not heni-tengu-take 
but aka-haetori, "red flycatcher". The related Amanila pantherina 
also is gathered and treated similarly though not so commonly. 

I myself have witnessed with what enthusiasm the people of 
Nagano gather these mushrooms and have joined in consuming 
them. Everything leads me to believe that the custom in this area 
must be centuries old. 

By a strange conjuncture of circumstances, there is another 
mushroom which in Japan is reputed to kill flies. This the Tricholoma 
musacarium Kawamura, peculiar to Japan, where it is known as 
the haetori shimeji, the "flycatcher" shimfji. Though it stupefies flies, 
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it is wholesome and good for human beings to eat. It calls for 
special preparation. 

Handicapped by ignorance of the Japanese language, I have 
had to depend on others for much of the information that has 
led to my conclusions. My point of departure was the "Miscel
laneous Notes on Mushrooms" of the late Dr. Seiya Ito, revered 
president of Hokkaido University.1 7 Secondly, at every step I have 
been indebted to Professor and Mrs. Tokuzo Omachi for general 
guidance, for mobilizing on my behalf the folklore pertaining to 
mushrooms throughout Japan and for enabling me to meet au
thorities in the area ofmy interest. My gratitude to them is bound
less. Finally, I am under pleasant obligations to the mycologists 
ofJapan, too numerous to mention, for the interest they have shown 
in my work, and above all to those two of them to whom reference 
has been made in my paper, Professor Kobayashi and Mr. Imazeki, 
for having come to my assistance at every turn and guided me. 
It goes without saying that none of these excellent friends is to 
be held responsible for any errors of judgment that I may have 
made in reaching my conclusions. 

17. "Tanjinroku", in Niho11 Kin Gakkni Kaiho (Transactions of the Mycological 
Society of Japan), Vol. 7, Nos. 8-10, 1958-59. 
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